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Thursday, October 5

7:15 a.m.  Registration
Registration opens (available all day)

8:00 – 8:15 a.m.  Opening Remarks
Ballroom C

Jeffrey Kentor, Chair, Sociology Department, Wayne State University
Wayne Raskind, Dean, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Wayne State University
Samuel Cohn, Texas A&M University

8:15 – 9:15 a.m.  Keynote
Ballroom C

Moshe Semyonov, Tel Aviv University, Israel
Development and Gender-Linked Disparities in Labor Market Activity

9:15 – 9:30 a.m.  Coffee Break

9:30 – 10:55 a.m.  Session I

Panel 1: Theory I – New Perspectives on the Sociology of Development
Hilberry A – 240
Presider & Discussant: Matthew Sanderson, Kansas State University

Catastrophic Developmental Collapse: How Does Accumulation Come to an End?
Samuel Cohn, Texas A&M University

Gender and Trade across History and Geography – With Some Cross-Species Comparisons
Rae Lesser Blumberg, University of Virginia

Modern-Development, Environment and Neo-colonialism: An Ethnographic exploration of the development stories in the context of the Endosulphan disaster in Kasaragod, Kerala, India
Silpa Satheesh, University of South Florida
Recasting the Treadmills of Production and Destruction: New Theoretical Directions
Gregory Hooks, McMaster University; Michael Lengefeld, Washington State University; Chad Smith, Texas State University

Panel 2: Labor and Workers’ Rights
Hilberry B – 230

Presider: Heidi Gottfried, Wayne State University

Innocents, Militants or Survivors? Contested Narratives of Wildcat Workers’ Strikes in Bangladesh
Mushahid Hussain, Cornell University

Adapt to Globalization: Labor Unrest and Local Trade Union Reform in China
Lefeng Lin, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Exploring Child Labour and Multidimensional Child Poverty Disparities: Evidence from Countries of the Global South
Tugce Beycan, Universite de Neuchâtel, Switzerland; Christian Suter, Universite de Neuchâtel, Switzerland

Discussant: Christian Suter, Universite de Neuchâtel, Switzerland

Panel 3: Corrupting Development: Corruption in an International Context
Hilberry C – 220

Presider: Jennifer Anton, Wayne State University

Bribery in Sub-Saharan Africa: The Mediating Effects of Institutional Development and Trust
Jacqueline Joslyn, University of Arizona

Chasing Shadows: Towards an Intersectional Theory of Gender and Corruption in Asia and Africa
Kristy Kelly, Columbia University, Drexel University

Collusion without Corruption: Shifting Frames and Conflicting Rationalities in the Chinese Administrative State
Tina Lee, University of Notre Dame

Social Innovations Against Corruption: Evidence from Nigeria
Michael Roll, University of Wisconsin – Madison

Discussant: Zachary W. Brewster, Wayne State University
10:55 – 11:10 a.m.  Coffee Break

11:10 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.  Session II

Panel 4: Theory II – Knowledge Production
Hilberry A – 240

Presider & Discussant: Salam Aboulhassan, Wayne State University

The Whiter Side of Western Modernity: Coloniality of Development, Epistemic Violence and the Erasure of Caribbean Radical Thought in Global Knowledge Productions
Tyehimba Salandy, The University of the West Indies St. Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago

Third World Woman as a Technological Subject
Firuzeh Shokooh Valle, Northeastern University

Gendered Knowledges for Gendered Development
Marcia Texler Segal, Indiana University Southeast

Positivism, Sociological Development and Evolving Work Ethics
David Jed Schwartz, Development Section ASA Affiliate

Panel 6: Resolving Ethical Dilemmas in Research and Consulting
Hilberry C – 220

Presiders & Discussants:
Jeffrey Jackson, University of Mississippi; Cathy A. Rakowski, The Ohio State University

The Ethics of Development Research: A Critical Review
Jennifer Keahey, Arizona State University

Observer or Change Agent? Reflections on Intersectional Approaches to Power Structures in the Field
Devparna Roy, Nazareth College of Rochester

Confessions of Development Sociologists: Reflections on the Ethical Dilemmas of Development Theory and Practice
Jeffrey Jackson, University of Mississippi; Cathy A. Rakowski, The Ohio State University

12:30 – 1:30 p.m.  Lunch
Ballroom C
1:30 – 2:30 p.m.  
**Keynote**  
Ballroom C  

**Rina Agarwala**, Johns Hopkins University  
*The Development of Labor in the Contemporary Context*

2:30 – 2:45 p.m.  
**Coffee Break**

2:45 – 4:15 p.m.  
**Session III**

**Panel 7: Basic Human Needs – Water I**  
**Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene Inequities: Social, Cultural & Political Factors**  
Hilberry A – 240  

Presider & Discussant: **Rita Jalali**, American University  

*Country within a Country: Sanitation and the Legacy of Environmental Inequity in a Black Belt County*  
**Jennifer S. Carrera**, Michigan State University  

*Water, Sanitation, Hygiene & Women’s Health: The Impact of Gender Inequality*  
**Rita Jalali**, American University  

*Fluid Payments: Water Rates, Class, Race and Impacts in Midwestern Cities*  
**Stephen Gasteyer**, Michigan State University  

**Susan Spronk**, University of Ottawa, Canada

**Panel 8: Gender Disparities: Women’s Empowerment I**  
Hilberry B – 230  

Presider: **Megan St George**, Wayne State University  

*Keep Calm and Seguir Adelante: Understanding Agency, Gendered Empowerment, and Development in All-Women’s and Mixed Gender Fair Trade Coffee Co-operatives*  
**Rebecca A. Kruger**, Columbia University  

*Community-based Groups, Exercise of Citizenship, and Women’s Socio-economic Empowerment in Rural Bangladesh*  
**Esha Sraboni**, Brown University  

Discussant: **Heather Dillaway**, Wayne State University
Panel 9: Theory III: Developmental Idealism
Hilberry C – 220

Organizers: Keera Allendorf, Indiana University Bloomington and Arland Thornton, University of Michigan

Presider: Keera Allendorf, Indiana University Bloomington

Developmental Trajectories and Perceptions in Eastern Europe: A Comparative Analysis of the Hungarian and Romanian Cases
Attila Melegh, Hungarian Demographic Research Institute; Tamás Kiss, Romanian Institute for Research on National Minorities

National Perceptions: Evidence of Developmental Idealism in Organic Data
Shawn Dorius, Iowa State University; Jeffrey Swindle, University of Michigan

Fertility and Family Change in Mexico: The Influence of Ideas about Development
Julieta Perez-Amador, College of Mexico, Mexico

Global Scripts, Local Attitudes: Violence Against Women in Malawi
Jeffrey Swindle, University of Michigan

Discussant: Arland Thornton, University of Michigan

4:15 – 4:30 p.m. Coffee Break

4:30 – 6:00 p.m. Session IV
Panel 10: Inequalities in the Global North I – Focus Detroit
Hilberry A – 240

Presider & Discussant: Jenny Lendrum, Wayne State University

The Dangers of School Closings: An Emerging Pathway into the Prison Pipeline
Charles Bell, Wayne State University

Detroit’s Network of Exchanges & Activities
Jenny Lendrum, Wayne State University

Transforming Teacher Education Through Communal Space
Kaitlin Popielarz, Wayne State University

Mapping Tax Foreclosures as a Tool for Making Vulnerable Populations Visible
Mike Sabbagh, Wayne State University
Panel 11: Gender Disparities: Women’s Empowerment II
Hilberry B – 230

Presider: Allison Jendry, Wayne State University

Kenyan Women’s Bargaining Choices: Land Ownership and Women’s Empowerment within the Family
Alaina Bur, Michigan State University

Re-evaluating Women in Rural Development and Food Security: Identifying the Gendered Impacts of Informal Networks and Local Food Systems in Northern Ghana
Elisabeth Garner, Pennsylvania State University

Discussant: Krista Brumley, Wayne State University

Panel 12: Nationhood and National Identity
Hilberry C – 220

Presider & Discussant: Marc Kruman, Wayne State University

Where We are Born and the Soil from Where We Eat: The Idea of Terric Nationhood
Syeda Masood, Brown University

The Materiality of Governance: Expanding State Infrastructural Power in Honduras
Leslie MacColman, University of Notre Dame

6:00 – 6:30 p.m. Reception
Volunteers will walk conference participants to the Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History.

Shuttle service available as well. The shuttle will leave from Dunkin' Donuts at 6:15pm.

6:30 – 9:00 p.m. Keynote Address & Reception
Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History

Saskia Sassen, Columbia University
Friday, October 6

7:30 a.m.  
Registration  
Registration opens (available all day)

8:00 – 9:00 a.m.  
Keynote  
Ballroom C

**Arthur Alderson**, Indiana University Bloomington  
*What is really happening with global inequality (and what does it really mean)?*

9:00 – 9:15 a.m.  
Coffee Break

9:15 – 10:45 a.m.  
Session I

Panel 13: Inequalities in the Global North II – Development, an Activist Perspective  
Hilberry A – 240

Organizer & Presider: **David Fasenfest**, Wayne State University

An open discussion by community activists and leaders on how the folks are responding to economic inequality and social justice concerns in the Southeast Michigan Region.

- **Mama Myrtle Curtis**, Freedom Freedom Growers, Detroit
- **Tawana Petty**, Board Member of James and Grace Lee Boggs Center to Nurture Community Leadership
- **Curt Guyette**, ACLU of Michigan

Panel 14: Disparities in Immigration I – Remittances, Refugees, and Deportation  
Hilberry B – 230

Presider & Discussant: **Seçil Paçaçı Elitok**, Michigan State University

*Remittances, Regime Type, and Social Welfare Spending in the Developing World*

**Lauren Duquette-Rury**, Wayne State University; **Jesse Acevedo**, University of California, Los Angeles

*Towards a Sociology of Migrants’ Remitting*

**Hasan Mahmud**, Northwestern University in Qatar
Western Sahara Women in Refugee Camp, Her Heritage and War: Her Liberators
**Amira Kararoud**, Independent Scholar

Agents of Change: Deported Salvadorans, Substantive Citizenship, and Development Theory
**Kelly Birch Maginot**, Michigan State University

**Panel 15: Educational Disparities**
Hilberry C – 220

Presider: **Erin Baker**, Wayne State University

*Understanding Teacher Evaluation of Students’ Academic Potential*
**Erin Baker**, Wayne State University

*Critical Scholarship and Pedagogy: Interdisciplinary and Transnational Practices within Development Studies*
**Ann M. Oberhauser**, Iowa State University

*The Development-Population Nexus in Sub-Saharan Africa: Empirical Evidence of the Role of Education in Changes in the Timing of First Marriage in Ghana*
**Acheampong Yaw Amoateng**, North West University, South Africa

*A Mixed Methods Inquiry into Intercultural Differences in Parental Educational Expectations for their Progeny*
**Dhruvil Patel**, Wayne State University; **Kanwar Bhullar**, Wayne State University

Discussant: **David Merolla**, Wayne State University

**Mentoring I: Publishing Your Research**
Hilberry D - 210

Presider: **Jeffrey Kentor**, Wayne State University

Never fear, the secrets to successful publishing are here! Learn each step of the publication process – from choosing a journal to responding to reviews – from journal editors themselves.

A panel of current and past journal editors will discuss the intricacies of publishing your research, including authorship issues, how to choose a journal, and how to respond to reviews, among other topics.

Panelists: **Krista Brumley**, Wayne State University
**Thomas Dietz**, Michigan State University
**Andrew Jorgenson**, Boston College
Panel 16: Basic Human Needs – Water II: The Flint Water Crisis
Hilberry A – 240

Presider: Nicole Trujillo-Pagan, Wayne State University

*Toxic Cities: Neoliberalism and Environmental Racism in Flint and Detroit Michigan*
Terressa A. Benz, Oakland University

*Framing Water Justice Movements: Service and Activist Responses to Water Shutoffs in Detroit and Flint*
Brittany Tucker, Michigan State University; Stephen Gasteyer, Michigan State University; Jennifer Carrera, Michigan State University

*Flint and the Racialized Geography of Indifference*
Graham Cassano, Oakland University; Terressa Benz, Oakland University

*A Neoliberal Response to an Urban Crisis: Emergency Management in Flint, MI*
David Fasenfest, Wayne State University

Discussant: Graham Cassano, Oakland University

Panel 17: Disparities in Immigration II – Consequences of Global Migration
Hilberry B – 230

Presider & Discussant: Lauren Duquette-Rury, Wayne State University

*Neo-inequality and International Migration: A Greek Tragedy in Three Acts*
Brandan Mullan, Michigan State University

*International Migration and Development: A New Direction*
Matthew Sanderson, Kansas State University; Jeffrey Kentor, Wayne State University

“I (Do Not) Know What to Do”: Triangles of Mexican Immigrants’ Return Migration Intentions - Ties, Identities, Hometowns
Tolga Tezcan, University of Florida

Disentangling the Effects of Primary and Secondary International Migration on Psychological Distress
Shirin Montazer, Wayne State University
Panel 18: Social Justice I – Gender and Plantation Labor
Hilberry C – 220

Presider & Discussant: Amanda Horn, Wayne State University

Racialized Nature: Uneven Environmental Justice in the Brazilian Sugarcane Industry
Ian R. Carrillo, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Household Decision Making among Rwandan Coffee Farmers
Rebecca Ryan Minardi, Michigan State University

Negotiating Power: Intersectional Praxis in Action Research
Jennifer Keahey, Arizona State University

Panel 19: Urban Disparities
Hilberry D – 210

Presider & Discussant: Michelle Jacobs, Wayne State University

Chasing World-class Urbanism in Buenos Aires: Global Paradigms and International NGOs
Jacob Lederman, University of Michigan-Flint

Social Networks, Job Referrals, and Precarious Work in the Urban Global South
Lindsey M. Ibanez, The Ohio State University

Entanglements of Inequality: Gender Based Violence in Kenyan Urban Informal Settlements
Jessica Penwell Barnett, Wright State University; Eleanor Maticka-Tyndale, University of Windsor, Canada

Auto De(con)struction: The Spatial Fixes and Racial Repercussions of Detroit’s Deindustrialization
Francis Shor, Wayne State University

When Urban Disparities Meet Environmental Crisis: Older Adults’ Experiences with The Flint Water Crisis
Jessica Robbins, Wayne State University; Tam E. Perry, Wayne State University; Maxwell Smith, Wayne State University

12:30 – 1:30 p.m. Lunch
Ballroom C
1:30 – 2:30 p.m. Keynote
Ballroom C

Howard Waitzkin, University of New Mexico
Health Care Under the Knife: Moving Beyond Capitalism for Our Health

2:30 – 2:45 p.m. Coffee Break

2:45 – 4:15 p.m. Session III

Panel 20: Health Disparities I – Global Perspectives on Public Health Policies
Hilberry A – 240

Presider & Discussant: Malcolm Cutchin, Wayne State University

Maria I. Espinoza, Rutgers University, The State University of New Jersey

Global Capitalism and the Social Determinants in Health
Matthew B. Flynn, Georgia Southern University

Resisting Globalization by Redefining Innovation: The Politic Economy of New Drug Registration in China
Lantian Li, Northwestern University

Hilberry B – 230

Presider: Michael Sabbagh, Wayne State University

The Contentious Politics of Capital: The Political Economy of Chinese Investments in the Philippines
Alvin A. Camba, Johns Hopkins University

Financialization and Wage Inequality in China, 1988-2013: A Distributional Analysis
Anthony Roberts, California State University - Los Angeles; Luoman Bao, California State University - Los Angeles

The Strength and Weakness of Institutional Distrust: How Do Political and Legal Values Shape Chinese Private Entrepreneurs’ Innovative Activities
Junmin Wang, University of Memphis
Territorial Development and Community Mobilization in two Rural Communities on the Acadian Coast, New Brunswick, Canada

Sebastian Weissenberger, Télé-Université du Québec, Canada; Omer Chouinard, Université de Moncton, Canada; Daya Yahaya Malam Harouna, Université de Moncton, Canada; Melinda Noblet, Climate Analytics, Dakar, Senegal; George Ohelo Mulamba, Université de Moncton, Canada; Tiavina Rabeniaina, Université de Moncton, Canada

Discussant: Arthur Alderson, Indiana University Bloomington

Panel 23: Basic Human Needs – Food Disparities
Hilberry D – 210

Presider & Discussant: Belacqua Behnke, Wayne State University

The Treadmill of Industrial Farming: High-Yield Maize Production in Turkey as a Commodity System
Yetkin Borlu, University of Richmond; Stephen A. Matthews, The Pennsylvania State University

Political Revolution in the Middle East and North Africa: What Does Agriculture and Food have to Do with It?
Marion Dixon, American University

Does Income Inequality Exacerbate Food Insecurity? Evidence from Indonesia
Iim Halimatusa’diyah, Iowa State University

4:15 – 4:30 p.m.  Coffee Break
Panel 24: Health Disparities II – Impact of Public Health Policies on Communities, Local and Global
Hilberry A – 240

Presider: Lindsay Toman, Wayne State University

LGBTQ Patients and the Medical Community: Are Doctors Prepared to Serve the Underserved?
Lindsay Toman, Wayne State University

The “Igaracu” Fluvial Mobile Clinic: Lessons Learned While Implementing an Innovative Primary Care Approach in Rural Amazonia, Brazil
James G. Linn, University of Valparaiso; Michele Rocha Kadri, Oswaldo Cruz Foundation – Amazonia; Julio Cesar Schweickardt, Oswaldo Cruz Foundation – Amazonia; Lisandra Nivea Guimarães Farias, Municipal Health Department of Borba; Adriana Moreira, Secretaria Estadual de Saúde do Amazonas; Rodrigo Tobias Lima, Oswaldo Cruz Foundation – Amazonia

Un-developing Institutions: HIV Policies and the Therapeutic Triage of Prenatal Care in Malawi
Amy Zhou, University of California, Los Angeles

Discussant: Janet Hankin, Wayne State University

Panel 25: Economic Disparities II – Development, a Comparative Perspective
Hilberry B – 230

Presider & Discussant: Randall Wyatt, Wayne State University

Disparities in the Post-Neoliberal Turn and Alternative Rural Development: A Comparative Analysis of Bolivia and Ecuador
Patrick Clark, Carleton University, Canada; Jenny Cockburn, Carleton University, Canada

The Within-Group Kuznets Curve: Economic Development and Within-Group Inequality in Comparative Perspective
Thomas VanHeuvelen, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign
Mentoring II: On the Job Market?
Hilberry D - 210

Organizers: Krista Brumley & Michelle Jacobs, Wayne State University

This workshop provides an opportunity for job seekers to get one-on-one feedback on their job application materials from more senior colleagues in a supportive environment.

Whether you are already on the market or planning to put yourself out there soon, this hands-on workshop is your ticket to job market mastery. Please bring your CV and/or a cover letter with you, as seasoned sociologists will be on hand to assist you with the development of your job market materials.

Panelists:
- Krista Brumley, Wayne State University
- Samuel Cohn, Texas A&M University
- Gregory Hooks, McMaster University
- David Merolla, Wayne State University

Evening Guided Tours

Detroit Institute of Arts 6:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m. **NEW TIME***
Detroit Institute of Arts

Guided tour. Volunteers will walk conference participants to the museum.
Saturday, October 7

7:30 a.m.  Registration
Registration opens (available all day)

8:00 – 9:00 a.m.  Keynote
Ballroom C

Thomas Dietz, Michigan State University
Sustainability, Inequality and Social Transformation: The Problems We Face

9:00 – 9:15 a.m.  Coffee Break

9:15 – 10:45 a.m.  Session I

Panel 27: Environmental Disparities I – Global Perspectives
Hilberry A – 240

Presider & Discussant: Andrew Jorgenson, Boston College

Ecologically Unequal Exchange and the Carbon Intensity of Well-being, 1990-2011
Jennifer Givens, Utah State University

Increasing Inequalities, Climate Shocks, and the Feminization of Responsibility?
Quinn Bernier, Brown University; Kristen McNeill, Brown University

Diffusion, Degradation, and Development: An Intercohort Analysis of Economic
Development and Environmental Concern, 1990-2009
Thomas VanHeuvelen, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign; Nik Summers,
Indiana University

Panel 28: China and Development
Hilberry B – 230

Presider & Discussant: Xuefei Ren, Michigan State University

Fighting Over Time: China’s Mass Relocation Programs
Yue Du, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Behind the Property Frenzy in China: An Analysis of the Housing Ownership from a Sociocultural Perspective
Wenhua Lai, Michigan State University

Detroit in China: Cultural strategies for Urban Revitalization in the Midwest and Rust Belt China
Xuefei Ren, Michigan State University

The Multi-scalar State and Globalizing Visions: Recruiting “High-end Talent” for Urban Development in China
Yingchan Zhang, Northeastern University

Panel 29: Social Justice II – Policy and Practice
Hilberry C – 220

Presider & Discussant: Samuel Cohn, Texas A&M University

Disparity in Policy and Practice? Global and Local Perspectives on Socially Just Development in Solomon Islands’ Emerging Mining Industry
Jillian Ash, University of Queensland, Australia

Coal, Development, and Environmental Justice
Paul S. Ciccantell, Western Michigan University

Free(r) Markets and Development in the Americas, 1500-2000: The Ironies and Costs of Creating and Sustaining Moral Economies
Timothy P. Wickham-Crowley, Georgetown University

10:45 – 11:00 a.m. Coffee Break

11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. Session II

Panel 30: Environmental Disparities II – Production and Destruction
Hilberry A – 240

Presider & Discussant: Jennifer Givens, Utah State University

Treadmills and Unsustainable Development During and After the Colombian Civil War: Illegal Commodity Chains, Militarism, and Environmental Degradation in the Andean Region
Gregory Hooks, McMaster University; Michael Lengefeld, Washington State University; Chad Smith, Texas State University
Inequality, Development, and Gendered Differences for the Carbon Intensity of Human Well-Being in the United States
Andrew Jorgenson, Boston College; Thomas Dietz, Michigan State University; Orla Kelly, Boston College

The Treadmill of Destruction and Unsustainable Development: Environmental Degradation and the Soviet Commitment to Exterminism
Michael Lengefeld, Washington State University

Beyond Recovery: The Rural “New Tohoku” in the Face of Reconstruction
Kayleigh Ward, Michigan State University

Panel 31: Theory IV – Entrepreneurship, Governance, and Philanthropy
Hilberry B – 230

Presider & Discussant: Abberley Elizabeth Sorg, Wayne State University

Entrepreneurial Governance and the Partnership Perspective: The Epistemology of Local Economic Development
Oliver Cowart, Oglethorpe University

Responsible to What Constituency?: Theorizing Third Sector Imaginary and Accountability
Anna Matthiesen, The New School for Social Research

Unpacking Narratives of Giving: Conditionality of Income-sharing Norms in Côte d’Ivoire
Kristen McNeill, Brown University

Panel 32: Mobilization, Policy, and Governance
Hilberry C – 220

Presider & Discussant: Brad Roth, Wayne State University

Trust “as a Mask for Domination”: Organizational (Mis)Trust, Community Development, and the New Communities Program
Teresa Irene Gonzales, Knox College

Transnational Firms and Local Social Movements: Struggling with the Law
Annabel Ipsen, Michigan State University

Guns vs. Butter or Left Party Mobilization? The Impact of Redistributive vs Repressive State on the Naxalite Movement in India
Nabila Islam, McGill University
12:30 – 12:45 p.m.  
**Short Break**

12:45 – 2:00 p.m.  
**Closing Plenary & Lunch**  
Ballroom C

*Deconstructing Development in Detroit: Slaying Myths of Rebirth and Resurrection*

Organizer & Presider: **Peter Hammer**, Wayne State University

The plenary panel will provide a socio-political assessment of Detroit’s history and will discuss the following questions:

- What are the roles of structural racism, deindustrialization, capital flight and white flight?
- What is the inequitable nature of Detroit’s recent development?
- What are some alternatives for Detroit?

The panelists will introduce conference members to the work of the Detroit Equity Action Lab (DEAL), adopting innovative approaches to addressing racial equity. They will also explore potential international frames as models, such as human capabilities theory, and they invite the audience to share real time feedback in a live twitter feed.

**Closing Remarks**

**Jeffrey Kantor**, Wayne State University  
**Andrew Jorgenson**, Boston College

**Afternoon**  
**Guided Tours**

***WALKING TOUR*** of Detroit 2:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.  
Professor T’s Travels Through the D

**Benjamin J. Tallerico**, the URBAN group

**Detroit Institute of Arts** 2:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.  
Detroit Institute of Arts

Guided tour. Volunteers will walk conference participants to the museum.